
Academic Complete™

Unlimited, multi-user access to 150,000+* scholarly ebooks to 
ensure your students use reliable sources

With coverage across all academic disciplines, Academic Complete offers a critical mass of scholarly content with 
balanced quantity and quality to facilitate all stages of the research workflow and outcomes. 

* Title Count listed is for North America only.

Curated by  
on-staff librarians

2001

The first ebook subscription 
pioneered by ProQuest in

150,000+ titles
multi-disciplinary titles 

Up to 10%
annual growth

Over 7,000 titles recently
added including 6,000 from 

Taylor & Francis

Top 10 Subjects that Align with Other ProQuest Databases

4,000 unique Wiley titles
to be added over the next 

few years  

Balanced Quantity & Quality

Business & Economics 
Social Science 
History
Political Science 
Science
Medical
Literary Criticism 
Technology & Engineering 
Religion
Computers
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The Value of Aggregation 
Flexible models can be combined for the greatest value. 

Why Choose ProQuest’s Subscriptions like Academic Complete?
ProQuest’s on-staff librarians curate our subscriptions, making more high-demand content more accessible, available, and 
affordable than ever before.
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Benefits to Users

Unlimited, multi-user access

Mobile friendly intuitive interface

Download for offline reading

Useful research tools

Benefits to Librarians

Usage reports that prove value

Book Display Widget for promoting 
ebooks from any vendor 

Patron Analytics that help libraries 
understand users through 
customizable, anonymous surveys

Free customizable MARCs

Extended Access™ and Non-linear Lending™ 
Protect users from turnaways, every time  

Perpetual Access (1M+ titles) 
Purchase and own only titles with high use to  
achieve better balance of budget and patron demand

Access-to-Own 
Apply budget spent on loans toward usage-based 
ownership of titles

Short-Term Loans 
Optimize specific windows of access, as needed, 
without purchase commitment 

DDA (800K+ titles) 
Supplement Academic Complete with broad access 
to in-demand titles only purchased if used 

Academic Complete (150K+ titles) 
Build a solid foundational knowledge base. Let usage 
stats guide evidence-based collection development  
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